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Bounding Memory Access Times in
Multi-Accelerator Architectures on FPGA SoCs

Francesco Restuccia, Marco Pagani, Alessandro Biondi, Mauro Marinoni, and Giorgio Buttazzo

Abstract—Modern FPGA System-on-Chips (SoCs) embed large FPGA logics capable of hosting multiple hardware accelerators.
Typically, hardware accelerators require direct access to the shared DRAM memory for reaching the high performance demanded by
modern applications. In commercial FPGA SoCs, this goal is achieved by interconnecting the hardware accelerators on an interconnect
based on AMBA AXI, which is the de-facto industrial standard for on-chip communications. The AXI standard provides great flexibility in
the definition of the network topology. Nevertheless, such flexibility generates a significant unpredictability when attempting to bound the
hardware accelerators’ response time when executing under contention. This work focus on bounding the worst-case memory access
time of hardware accelerators deployed on commercial FPGA SoCs. We propose a modeling and analysis technique to bound the
response time of the hardware accelerators and evaluate the schedulability of a system applicable to arbitrary AXI-based bus structures
deployed on FPGA SoCs. Our results are validated on real execution traces collected on two popular FPGA SoCs belonging to the Xilinx
ZYNQ-7000 and Zynq-Ultrascale+ families and by simulated results.

Index Terms—on-chip communications, cyber-physical systems, timing analysis, real-time systems, safety-critical systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Embedded computing platforms evolved toward heteroge-
neous architectures to support the increasing computational
workload generated by modern cyber-physical systems (CPS),
as self-driving cars, autonomous robots, smart production
plants. Such systems must process a huge amount of sen-
sory data in real-time to meet stringent timing constraints
imposed by the interaction with the physical environment.
A significant amount of processing is performed by deep
learning algorithms, which can be efficiently accelerated
in Field Programmable Gate Arrays platforms (FPGAs) or
General Purpose Graphical Processing Unit platforms (GPG-
PUs). Today, such hardware accelerators (HAs) are available
in commercial heterogeneous computing platforms, as the
Zynq Ultrascale+ by Xilinx, which integrates in the same chip
different types of multicore processors and a large FPGA
fabric, or the Xavier from Nvidia, which includes a GPGPU
and specialized accelerators for machine learning algorithms.

When developing safety-critical software for CPS, a
crucial issue is to guarantee timing constraints for the ap-
plication tasks. This problem is particularly challenging
when hardware acceleration is involved, especially when
no internal architecture details are publicly available, as for
Nvidia GPU platforms. This is particularly relevant when
multiple HAs perform memory-intensive operations that
cause several contentions in accessing shared resources, as
buses and memory controllers.

FPGA-based acceleration represents a promising solution
for coping with these problems since it provides a powerful
and energy-efficient computation with a very regular clock-
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Fig. 1: A typical bus architecture with three HAs connected
by two interconnects.

level timing behavior [3], [20]. As a result, the execution
time of a HA that runs in isolation has very low fluctuations
and hence is quite predictable. One of the major threats to
predictability for hardware accelerators deployed on FPGA
SoC platforms is due to contentions that may occur while
accessing the bus and the memory controller. This issue can
properly be addressed since FPGAs expose a precise control
on the bus structure to the system integrator designers, which
can organize the bus hierarchy to match timing constraints
and deploy custom arbitration modules to dispatch memory
transactions to the memory controller [1].

A common approach used for FPGA accelerators in
COTS SoCs consists of having a set of HAs that act as
managers in accessing the bus during transactions to the
principal DRAM off-chip memory shared with the multiple
processors [27] [10] [33]. Since the number of ports to
access the shared memory is limited, a common solution
is to multiplex multiple managers on a single port using
the interconnect available in the IP library offered by the
FPGA vendor. Multiple interconnects can be interconnected
to create a hierarchical bus network. Figure 1 illustrates a
sample network of interconnects including three hardware
accelerators (τ1, τ2, and τ3) and two interconnects (I1 and
I2).

It is worth observing that the frequency at which the
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FPGA fabric operates in commercial FPGA SoCs is much
less than the one used by the on-chip memory controller
(this latter is realized in hard silicon and placed outside
of the FPGA fabric) and the memory itself. To make an
example, the default operating frequency of the FPGA in a
Xilinx Zynq-7000 is 100 MHz. Differently, the frequency of
the Processing System (including the memory controller) is
650 MHz. As a consequence, the delays originating from the
bus infrastructure implemented on the FPGA are comparable
to the ones required by memory accesses, and thus cannot
be neglected when computing the response times of HAs.

Contributions. This work investigates the major sources
of delay in HAs memory access time and presents a worst-
case response time analysis for hardware accelerators de-
ployed on FPGA SoC platforms. We considered the AXI
standard [2] for three main reasons: (1) AXI is the most
widely adopted standard for communication on commercial
FPGA SoCs [31] [13]; (2) AXI is the default option in well-
established design tools for FPGA platforms, as Xilinx
Vivado [30] and Intel Quartus Prime [14]; (3) AXI is the
default interface leveraged by several commercial hardware
accelerator modules for bus communications. The rest of the
paper is organized as following described: Section 2 proposes
a detailed model of the AXI bus and AXI interconnects.
The proposed model accounts for the behavior of commer-
cial AXI interconnects and the delays experienced by bus
transactions. Section 3 proposes a worst-case response-time
analysis bounding the response time of recurrent hardware
accelerators concurrently accessing the shared memory in PS
through hierarchical networks of AXI interconnects. Finally,
Section 4 reports our experimental validation, split into three
sets of experiments. The first set of experiments validates the
proposed model on real hardware waveform tracks obtained
from two modern FPGA SoC platforms from Xilinx. The
second set presents a case study deployed and running on the
same platforms and compares real execution measurements
with two bounds built out of the proposed analysis. At last,
the third set presents the experimental results obtained with
a synthetic workload.

This work extends the results of [25] by providing the
following new contributions: (i) An extended system model
considering the pipelining structure of AXI interconnects
and hierarchical interconnections; (ii) A reformulated worst-
case analysis including new lemmas that copes with the
limits of realistic HW-tasks and the pipelining of AXI
interconnects; (iii) An updated overall recursive bound on
the maximum amount of interfering transactions, computed
by combining the results of the new proposed lemmas; (iv)
A less pessimistic algorithm for bounding the response times
of the HW-tasks and checking the system schedulability,
considering all the proposed improvements; (v) An extended
experimental evaluation, showing the benefits of the pro-
posed improvements. The comparison shows a considerable
reduction of pessimism with respect to [25] thanks to the
novel contributions provided in this paper.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

This work considers systems involving multiple manager
hardware accelerators implemented on an FPGA SoC plat-
form and leveraging the AXI standard for communication.

These hardware accelerators can autonomously access a
shared DRAM memory through a memory controller located
on the PS side of the FPGA SoC platform.

2.1 HW-task model
Each hardware accelerator is supposed to implement a
distinct functionality. In the rest of the paper, the name
hardware tasks (or HW-tasks for short) will also be used
to indicate them. Each HW-task relies on an AXI manager
interface to autonomously read and write from/to the shared
DRAM memory. The generic HW-task τi is periodically
executed every Ti clock cycles. Thus, it generates a periodic
sequence of instances referred to as jobs. For each job, τi:
(1) issues NR

i read transactions and NW
i write transactions.

The transactions have burst length B; (2) has at most φi
outstanding transactions per channel. In other words, at any
time τi have at most φi pending read transactions and φi
pending write transactions; (3) computes for at most Ci clock
cycles; and (4) has a relative deadline equal to Ti. Thus, each
job of τi must complete before the release of the next one. We
assume that read and write transactions are independent of
each other. According to the AXI standard, read transactions
and write transactions are propagated through separated
channels. Thus, they do not influence each other in data
propagation. It is important to note that no assumptions
are made on memory access patterns for the HW-tasks to
keep the paper general and robust regarding the behavior
of HW-tasks. Hence, an arbitrary temporal distribution of
memory transactions across the jobs must be considered. At
the same time, this assumption limits the exploitation of the
parallelism provided by the AXI standard. In the worst-case
scenario, HW-tasks cannot fully exploit parallelism since
transactions can be sufficiently spread far apart.

2.2 AXI interconnect model
The system includes multiple AXI interconnects joined one
on top of the other in a hierarchical fashion, creating a
network of interconnects. The generic interconnect in the
network Ij exports Sj subordinate ports and a single man-
ager port. Since each interconnect exports a single manager
port, the incoming traffic (at the manager port and) directed
to the subordinate ports does not experience any conflict.
Differently, conflicts can be encountered by requests for
transactions of the same kind (read or write) issued by
distinct HW-tasks. Such conflicts are typically solved by
independent, per-channel, arbiters (see [32], [35]). Round-
robin arbiters have a granularity of φI requests, meaning
that the manager port grants at most φI read requests (or
respectively, write requests) to each HW-task at each round-
robin cycle. In this work, all interconnects have the same
parameter φI . This allows easing the notation in the analysis
presented in Section 3 (the case of distinct round-robin
granularities for each interconnect can be easily incorporated
in the analysis).

Each interconnect delays address and data propagation
introducing a propagation delay, denoted as: (i) daddr

Int as
the propagation delay on address requests, (ii) ddata

Int as the
propagation delay of a data word (read or write), and (iii)
d

bresp
Int as the propagation delay of write response. Such delays

are inferred from the documentation of the AXI interconnect
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under analysis (whenever such documentation is provided
by the vendor) or by means of specific experimental pro-
filing. Propagation delays are the consequence of multiple
operations operated by the AXI interconnect on requests,
data, and write responses. For each channel, such operations
are performed by a corresponding pipeline composed of a
series of internal stages, such as input buffering, decoding,
optional resizing, routing, output buffering, etc. The sum of
the maximum execution times of all of the stages traversed
by an address request while propagating through the AXI
interconnect is equal to daddr

Int . In a similar way, the sum of
all of the maximum execution times of the stages traversed
by data and write responses are equal to ddata

Int and d
bresp
Int ,

respectively. Each pipeline stage in a chain is managed in
parallel by the AXI interconnect. It is important to note that
this implies that multiple address requests, data, and write
responses can be propagated in parallel along a network
of interconnects. This observation is leveraged in Section 3
to reduce the pessimism of our worst-case analysis. In the
following, we assume that the pipeline of the interconnects
never gets full. Note that the main cause for the pipeline
to get full is the presence of one or multiple HAs stalling
the bus (i.e., hanging on the data phase). In this work, this
situation is considered a misbehavior of HAs and hence
not addressed in the following. Our results can however be
extended to cope with misbehaving HAs by considering the
results of [22]: this is left as future work.

The hold times are the numbers of clock cycles for which
some information must remain on the bus to be correctly
sampled by a module connected to the bus (i.e., interconnect
or HW-task). They are denoted by the following terms: (i)
taddr is the hold time of an address request, (ii) tdata is the
hold time of a word of data, and (iii) tbresp is the hold time
of a write response. The hold times are assumed not to be
lower than the maximum execution time of the stages of the
corresponding interconnect pipeline. According to the AXI
standard, requests, data, and write responses are propagated
on separated channels. Thus, they do not interfere with each
other in propagation.

2.3 Processing System and Memory Controller model
In a typical FPGA SoC architecture, the FPGA fabric is
combined with a Processing System (PS), which generally
includes multiple processors and peripherals. The DRAM
memory controller is placed in PS and is shared among
the HW-tasks deployed in the FPGA fabric and the devices
embedded in the PS. The HW-tasks deployed in the FPGA
fabric access the DRAM memory through the FPGA-PS
interface. In modern FPGA SoC platforms, the FPGA-PS
interface exports a set of secondary ports based on the
ARM Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture Advanced
eXtensible Interface (AMBA AXI standard). Each HW-task is
an active entity exporting an AXI manager port through
which it can generate requests for memory transactions.
Such requests are submitted to the shared DRAM memory
controller through the FPGA-PS interface. We assume that
each HW-task has a private memory buffer in DRAM to
load and store data. This is a typical setting for applications
leveraging hardware acceleration.

We consider the scenario in which all hardware acceler-
ators share a single AXI port at the FPGA-PS interface for

accessing their memory buffers in DRAM–this is the scenario
keeping all the contention of the HW-tasks at the FPGA in-
terconnect. We made this choice as leveraging multiple ports
at the FPGA-PS interface moves the contention generated by
the HW-tasks from the FPGA fabric to the PS interconnect
and DRAM memory controller. Our investigation in this
paper is mainly focused on the worst-case effect generated at
the FPGA interconnect rather than the contention generated
at the PS interconnect and DRAM memory controller (which
depends on strategic information typically not released by
the vendor). Investigating the contention in PS goes beyond
the purpose of this paper—we are planning for such an
investigation in future work, aspiring for the provisioning
of more detailed information on the internals of the PS
interconnect and DRAM memory controller from the vendor.

In commercial FPGA SoC platforms, the shared DRAM
memory controller included in the PS is split in two modules:
(1) an AXI interface module and (2) a physical core module,
directly accessing the physical DDR memory [28], [31].
The AXI interface block receives and arbitrates the AXI
transactions from the AXI subordinate ports of the memory
controller. The DDR physical core schedules and issues the
requests to the physical layer and generates control and data
signals for the DRAM memory.

Commonly, the internal architecture of the DDR physical
core is based on multi-level queues, where throughput and
efficiency are maximized by applying dedicated scheduling
policies to reorder transactions [11]. The internals of the
DDR physical core block on many commercial platforms
are not publicly revealed or not well documented, including
the queues structure and the scheduling policies. Hence,
a fine-grained model of the DDR physical core block is
beyond the scope of this paper. Being our focus on analyzing
the system interconnect, a coarse-grained modeling of the
DRAM-related delays is adopted. It is worth mentioning
that our results could be refined if the internals of the DDR
controller are known (e.g., by adopting the results from [11]).

The DRAM Memory Controller AXI Interface block
guarantees that the requests directed to the shared DRAM
are served in order (see [28], p. 297, and [31], p. 440). This
means that, from the point of view of the HW-tasks, the order
of the data read responses follows the order of address read
requests granted at the FPGA-PS interface. Likewise, write
address requests are handled in order. It is worth mentioning
that this feature does not depend on the scheduling policies
implemented by the DDR Physical core block, which may
affect the worst-case service time of a request due to internal
reordering.

From previous considerations, this paper takes into
account the following (cumulative) delays introduced by
the PS and the memory controller:

• dread
PS is the maximum time elapsed between the sam-

ple of a read transaction at the FPGA-PS interface and
the availability of the first word of the corresponding
data at the FPGA-PS interface; and

• dwrite
PS is the maximum time elapsed between the

sample of the last word of data of a write transaction
at the FPGA-PS interface and the availability of
the corresponding write response at the FPGA-PS
interface.
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By definition, these delays incorporate the propagation
times due to the PS internal logic and the overall service
time at the memory controller. Such parameters derive
from the internals of the PS and can be obtained from the
official documentation furnished by the vendor (if publicly
available) or quantified through experimental profiling and
over-provisioning. Accurate bounds on the delays introduced
by the memory controller can be computed with state-of-the-
art techniques [4], [11] provided that its internal architectural
details are available.

2.4 Overall architecture

The system under analysis is formally composed of a set
Γ = {τ1, . . . , τn} of n HW-tasks, a set H = {I1, . . . , Is} of s
AXI interconnects, and a shared DRAM memory controller
M in PS. The HW-tasks ∈ Γ are deployed on a network of
AXI interconnects (in the set H) and organized as follows.
Each subordinate port of an interconnect is connected to
the manager port of a HW-task or to the manager port
of another interconnect (in a hierarchical manner). The
set of the HW-tasks connected to the interconnect Ij is
denoted by Γ(Ij). In a similar way, the set of interconnects
connected to the subordinate ports of Ij (i.e., in input) is
denoted with H(Ij). The set of HW-tasks that are directly
or transitively connected to Ij is denoted by Γ+(Ij) (i.e.,
whose transactions traverse Ij). The manager port of the
interconnect placed at the very bottom of such a hierarchy is
connected to the subordinate port of the FPGA-PS interface.
We referred to this latter interconnect as the root interconnect
Iroot – the transactions released by all of the HW-tasks pass
through this interconnect to reach the memory controller in
PS. Each interconnect has one manager port. The manager
port of the generic interconnect Ij 6= Iroot is connected to a
subordinate port of another interconnect, denoted by β(Ij).
For consistency, β(Iroot) = ∅. Overall, the system topology
is a tree where: (i) the root node is represented by Iroot, (ii)
the leaves are represented by the HW-tasks in Γ, and (iii) the
interconnects inH\{Iroot} represents the intermediate nodes
(see Figure 2(b)). We say that an interconnect I is placed at the
hierarchical level LI when a HW-task connected to I must
traverse LI interconnects to reach the FPGA-PS interface
(Iroot is at first level, i.e., LIroot = 1). Table 1 summarizes the
symbols used in this paper.

TABLE 1: Symbols used in this paper.

Ni Number of transactions issued by τi (can have superscript R or W)
φi Number of maximum outstanding transactions for τi
φI Transactions granted per round-robin cycle by interconnects
B Burst length of a transaction

taddr Single address request hold time
tdata Single data word hold time
tbresp Single write response hold time
dread

PS Maximum delay introduced by the PS on a read transaction
dwrite

PS Maximum delay introduced by the PS on a write transaction
ddata

Int Data word interconnect propagation latency
daddr

Int Address request interconnect propagation latency
d

bresp
Int Write response interconnect propagation latency

Γ(Ii) Set of the HW-task connected to Ij
H(Ij) Set of the interconnects connected to subordinate ports of Ij
β(Ij) Interconnect connected to the manager port of Ij

Γ+(Ij) Set of HW-tasks whose transactions pass through Ij

3 RESPONSE-TIME ANALYSIS

This section presents a worst-case analysis bounding the
worst-case response times of HW-tasks deployed on a
hierarchical interconnect network.

We structured the analysis in a set of incremental lemmas:
at first, we bound the worst-case response time of one read or
write transaction assuming no contention at the interconnects
(Section 3.1). Following, we propose three methodologies for
bounding the maximum number of interfering transactions
affecting the execution of a job of a HW-task under analysis
(Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4). The three proposed
bounds are then combined in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.7
proposes an algorithm leveraging the results of the preceding
sections to bound the maximum response time of the HW-
tasks and check system schedulability.

The bounds derived in this section can be applied to both
read and write transactions. To keep a compact notation, this
section uses the simplified symbol Ni in place of NR

i or NW
i

to represent the number of transactions issued by τi.

3.1 No contention at the interconnects

The following lemmas bound the memory access time of one
transaction issued by a generic HW-task τi under evaluation
that is connected to the interconnect I placed at an arbitrary
hierarchical level L. The lemmas presented in this section
consider the cases in which no bus contention is generated by
the other HW-tasks in the system1. Two lemmas are provided,
one for read and one for write transactions.

Lemma 1. Let τi ∈ Γ be the HW-task under analysis and
connected to interconnect Ij ∈ H placed at the L-th hierarchical
level. If all the HW-tasks in Γ \ {τi} are not active, i.e., they do
not generate interference to τi, the worst-case response time of a
single read transaction R issued by τi is upper bounded by

dNoCont,read(Ij) = taddr + L · daddr
Int + dread

PS +

+L · ddata
Int +B · tdata.

Proof. As from the official AXI standard documentation [2], a
read transaction R begins with the issue of the address read
request Raddr, which is then sampled by Ij . The address
time is constant and equal to taddr. The latency cost for
Raddr to traverse the interconnect Ij is bounded by daddr

Int . At
this point, Raddr goes through the interconnect network tree,
traversing the remaining L− 1 interconnects. As argue for
Ij , each of such interconnects introduces a latency bounded
by daddr

Int . Therefore, Raddr is available at the manager port of
the root interconnect Iroot after a total propagation delay of
taddr +L ·daddr

Int , where it is sampled from the subordinate port
of the FPGA-PS interface. The PS routes Raddr to the Memory
Controller and provides to the FPGA-PS interface the first
word of data after at most dread

PS time units (see Section 2.3). At
this point, the data words Rdata corresponding to R traverse
the L levels of the network of interconnects, in reverse
order with respect to Raddr, until finally reaching τi. Due

1. Note that the contention-free bounds provided by the two lemmas
do not pertain to the cases in which the transaction is served in
isolation, but rather to cases in which no contention is experienced
at the interconnects. This is because the delays introduced in Section 2.3
already cope with conditions of maximum contention at the PS and the
memory controller.
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to pipelining, being the data words propagated in sequence
within the network of interconnects, the propagation latency
experienced during the data phase is paid just once for the
whole data burst. Hence, given tdata as the data time for each
word and that ddata

Int is the maximum latency introduced by
any interconnect on data words, the overall latency paid to
propagate the data burst along the interconnect network is
L · ddata

Int +B · tdata. The lemma follows by summing up the
delay contributions mentioned above.

Lemma 2. Under the same hypotheses of Lemma 1, the response
time for a write transaction W issued by HW-task τi is bounded
by

dNoCont,write(Ij) = taddr + L ·max{daddr
Int , d

data
Int }+B · tdata+

+dwrite
PS + tbresp + L · dbresp

Int .

Proof. As from the official AXI standard documentation [2],
the write transaction W begins with the issue of the address
write request Waddr by τi, which lasts taddr time units. As
mandated by the AXI standard, once Waddr is granted at
the interconnect Ij , the HW-task τi is granted to provide
the corresponding data words Wdata on the write channel.
Waddr and Wdata are propagated through the interconnect
network tree on the two corresponding channels, eventually
reaching the FPGA-PS interface. Note that data can be
propagated only after the corresponding address. Therefore,
the latency experienced by Waddr and Wdata when traversing
an interconnect is no larger than the maximum between daddr

Int
and ddata

Int . Overall, considering all the interconnects up to the
FPGA-PS interface, the latency introduced on Waddr and the
entire burst Wdata is given by taddr + L · max{daddr

Int , d
data
Int },

which must be summed to the time to transmit the data
themselves, i.e.,B·tdata. At this point, the PS routesWaddr and
Wdata to the memory controller. Following Section 2.3, after at
most dwrite

PS time units the write response Wresp is available at
the FPGA-PS interface. Finally, Wresp is propagated through
the interconnect tree, until reaching τi, experiencing a latency
of tbresp + L · dbresp

Int . The lemma follows by summing up the
delay contributions mentioned above.

Observe that the bounds provided by the two lemmas
above just depend on the hierarchical level L at which
interconnect Ij is placed, i.e., the one to which the HW-task
under analysis is directly connected.

3.2 First bound on the number of interfering transac-
tions

In this lemma, we proceed incrementally starting con-
sidering the interference generated at a single interconnect,
for instance Iroot in the most simple case (see Figure 2(a)).
The lemma bounds the maximum number of interfering
transactions that a transaction issued by the HW-task under
analysis can suffer.

Lemma 3. Consider the interconnect Iroot and let τi ∈ Γ(Iroot) be
the HW-task under analysis. In the worst-case, each address request
for transaction issued by τi grants the access to the manager port
of Iroot after at most ∑

τj∈Γ(Iroot)\{τi}

min(φj , φI) (1)

transactions.

Proof. By the model presented in Section 2, the interconnects
solve conflicts on address requests issued by different HW-
tasks by round-robin. In the worst-case scenario, τi is the last
HW-task to be served in the round-robin arbitration cycle,
i.e., after all the other HW-tasks in Γ(Iroot). By Section 2.1, the
maximum number of transactions issued by each HW-task τj
that can be pending at the same time is φj . At the same time,
by Section 2.2, the maximum number of transactions that
an interconnect can grant to each HW-task for each round-
robin cycle is φI . Therefore, Iroot grants at most min(φj , φI)
transactions for each interfering HW-task τj ∈ Γ \ {τi} per
round-robin cycle. The lemma follows by summing up this
contribution for each interfering HW-tasks.

Once defined Lemma 3, it is possible to proceed with
bounding the maximum number of interfering requests
in a generic interconnects network. We first observe that
a HW-task τi can suffer two types of interference: (1)
direct interference, which is the interference suffered by the
transactions issued by τi at the interconnect to which τi is
directly connected to; and (2) indirect interference, being the
interference suffered by the transactions issued by τi, or
other transactions that generate direct interference to τi, in
other interconnects at shallower hierarchical levels on their
way towards the FPGA-PS interface. Following, we provide
further details on both kinds of interference.

Direct interference. The reasoning introduced in
Lemma 3 can be extended to consider a hierarchical network
of interconnects, as the one illustrated in Figure 2(b). It is
worth noting that, in this case, a HW-task can also experience
contention at an interconnect due to transactions issued by
HW-tasks connected at higher hierarchical levels. To make
an example, τi in Figure 2(b) (directly connected to Iroot)
can be interfered by transactions issued by the HW-task τz
connected to I1.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) A set of HW-tasks directly connected to Iroot. (b) A
sample hierarchical network of interconnects and HW-tasks
with two hierarchical levels. Circles are HW-tasks (only the
ones mentioned in the text are assigned a name).

Lemma 4. Consider an arbitrary interconnect Ij . Also, let τi ∈
Γ(Ij) be the HW-task under analysis. In the worst-case, each
address request for transaction issued by τi reaches the manager
port of Ij after at most

Y direct(τi, Ij) =
∑

τj∈Γ(Ij)\{τi}

min(φj , φI) + |H(Ij)| × φI (2)
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transactions.

Proof. Following the model presented in Section 2.2, at each
round-robin cycle, Ij serves at most φI transactions per its
subordinate port. Note that this also holds when another
interconnect Ih is connected to a subordinate port of Ij .
Therefore, from the perspective of τi, any bus traffic coming
from Ih can interfere by at most φI transactions per round-
robin cycle, independently of the actual configuration of the
sub-network connected to Ih. Overall, this means that all
interconnects that are directly connected to Ij can interfere
with each transaction issued by τi with at most |H(Ij)| × φI
transactions. Finally, the first term of Equation (2) follows due
to the same considerations done in the proofs of Lemma 3.
Hence the lemma follows.

Indirect interference. A request issued by the HW-task
under analysis can also incur contention at shallower hierar-
chical levels while it is propagated through the network of in-
terconnects. To make an example, in Figure 2(b) a transaction
issued by τz can incur contention at Iroot due to transactions
issued by τi or τx. Moreover, indirect interference can also
affect transactions generating direct interference to a request
issued by a HW-task under analysis. This effect leads to
a transitive interference phenomenon. Making an example, in
Figure 2(b) a transaction issued by τk delaying τz in I1 can
experience contention at Iroot due to a transaction issued
by τx, hence in turn delaying τz too. In such scenario, the
transaction of τx is transitively delaying τz .

Following, we introduce a set of lemmas to account for
indirect interference. As done previously, we proceed incre-
mentally, starting considering just two adjacent hierarchical
levels.

Lemma 5. Consider an arbitrary interconnect Ij , placed at
hierarchical level L ≥ 2, that issues ∆ transactions in output
to its manager port. The ∆ transactions can be indirectly interfered
by at most

Y indirect
2-level (∆, Ij) = ∆×

×

 ∑
τi∈Γ(β(Ij))

min(φi, φI) + |H(β(Ij)) \ {Ij}| × φI

 (3)

transactions at β(Ij) (i.e., at hierarchical level L− 1).

Proof. Let r one of the ∆ transactions issued by Ij . As
addressed by Lemma 4, r can incur direct interference at
β(Ij), i.e., the only interconnect directly connected to Ij at
the lower hierarchical level L − 1. Hence, the interference
at β(Ij) can be bounded as done for Lemma 4. The only
differences here are the following ones: (i) Being r coming
from another interconnect Ij , the transaction is not originated
by a HW-task that is directly connected to β(Ij). Therefore,
no HW-task needs to be excluded from those that generate
interfering transactions (first term in the sum of Eq. (2)). (ii)
Interconnect Ij , being the one from which the transaction r
under analysis is coming from, has instead to be excluded
from the set of interconnects that can generate interfering
transactions (second term in the sum Eq. (2)). hence the
actual set of interconnects to consider isH(β(Ij)) \ {Ij}. The
lemma follows by accounting for the bound implied by the

above reasoning for each of the ∆ transactions issued by
Ij .

After introducing the above lemma, we can generalize
the bound on the contribution of indirect interference for an
arbitrary hierarchical structure having L > 2 levels.

Lemma 6. Let τz be the HW-task under analysis directly
connected to interconnect Ij at the hierarchical level L ≥ 2.
The total number of transactions that interfere with those issued
by τz up to the l-th hierarchical level, with l ∈ [1, L], is bounded
by Y lz , which is recursively defined as follows for l < L:{

Y lz = Y indirect
2-level (Nz + Y l+1

z , I l+1) + Y l+1
z

I l = β(I l+1),

and as follows for l = L (base case):{
Y Lz = Nz × Y direct(τz, Ij)

IL = Ij .

Proof. The proof is by induction on the hierarchical level l ∈
[1, L]. The proof also shows that the interconnect traversed
by τz’s transactions at the l-th hierarchical level is I l, which
is defined as in the above equations.

Base case: HW-task τz is directly connected to Ij at the L-
th hierarchical level: hence, IL = Ij and, at this interconnect,
τz suffers direct interference only. By Lemma 4, for each of
the Nz transactions issued by τz , the number of interfering
transactions up to the L-th hierarchical level is bounded by
Y direct(τz, Ij).

Inductive case: The induction hypotheses are that Y l+1
z

safely bounds the number of transactions that interfere with
τz up to the (l + 1)-th hierarchical level and that I l+1 is the
interconnect traversed by τz’s transactions at the (l + 1)-th
level. We proceed by showing that Y lz is a safe bound for
the l-th hierarchical level. First of all, by definition, observe
that I l = β(I l+1) is the only interconnect traversed by the
τz’s transactions at the l-th hierarchical level. Second, note
that the transactions that enter in I l and that impact on
the execution of τz must be (i) those issued by τz itself
and (ii) those interfering with the ones issued by τz at
the interconnects traversed by τz’s transactions at higher
hierarchical levels. By the HW-task model, the ones of case (i)
are no more than Nz . By the induction hypotheses, the ones
of case (ii) are bounded by Y l+1

z . Observe that such requests
are coming from I l+1 and can incur indirect interference at
I l: by Lemma 3, such an interference can be bounded by
Y indirect

2-level (Nz + Y l+1
z , I l+1). Now, it remains to account for all

the interference, either direct or indirect, that τz ’s transactions
can collect at the higher levels to bound the overall number
of interfering requests up to the l-th hierarchical level, Again,
by the induction hypotheses, such interference is bounded
by Y l+1

z . Hence the lemma follows.

3.3 Second bound on the number of interfering trans-
actions
We propose here an alternative approach to bound the
maximum number of interfering transactions. From the
model proposed in Section 2.1, we observe that the HW-tasks
are executed periodically. Thus, the number of transactions
generated by each HW-task in a given time window is limited
and quantifiable.
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Lemma 7. Let τi be the HW-task under analysis and let I l the
interconnect traversed by τi’s transactions at the l-th hierarchical
level. In a schedulable2 system, the number of transactions that
can interfere with τi up to I l is bounded by

Y time(τi, I
l) =

∑
τj∈Γ+(Il)\{τi}

ηi,j ,

where ηi,j =

⌈
Ti + Tj
Tj

⌉
×Nj

Proof. Without loss of generality, consider a periodic instance
of τi that starts at time 0. Note that, to generate transactions
that interfere with those issued by τi, a job of another HW-
task τj must be released no earlier than time −Tj . Otherwise,
such a job would be already completed when τi is released.
Similarly, note that a job of τj that generates interfering
transactions must be released before time Ti, otherwise τi
would already be completed and no interference would
hence be possible. It then follows that the time window
of interest to analyze the contention suffered by τi and
generated by τj is (−Tj , Ti]. Its length is clearly Tj + Ti.
Observe that in such a time window τj can release at most
d(Ti + Tj)/Tje jobs. Each of them can issue at most Nj
transactions. Therefore, there are at most d(Ti+Tj)/Tje×Nj
transactions that can interfere with τi. The total number of
transactions that can interfere with τi is hence bounded by
the sum of such terms computed for each HW-task that
can interfere with τi. Note that only the HW-tasks whose
transactions traverse I l can interfere at I l, i.e., those in the
set Γ+(I l). Clearly, τi has to be excluded from Γ+(I l) as it
cannot interfere with itself. Hence the lemma follows.

3.4 Third bound on the number of interfering transac-
tions

This section proposes a third and last bound on the maxi-
mum number of interfering transactions. As introduced in
Section 2.1, each HW-task can issue a limited amount of
outstanding transactions. This means that at any moment
of time the number of interfering transactions issued by an
interfering HW-task in the network is limited.

Lemma 8. Let τi the HW-task under analysis and let I l be the
interconnect traversed by τi’s transactions at the l-th hierarchical
level. The number of transactions that can interfere with the
execution of a job of τi up to I l is bounded by

Y outs(τi, I
l) = Ni ×

∑
τj∈Γ+(Il)\{τi}

φj

Proof. From the model in Section 2.1, each interfering HW-
task τj ∈ Γ+(I l) can have at most φj pending transactions
in the network at any moment in time. By definition of set
Γ+(I l), the transactions issued by HW-tasks τj ∈ Γ+(I l) are
those that pass through interconnect Il. Whenever a transac-
tion issued by τi reaches I l, each HW-task τj ∈ Γ+(I l) \ {τi}
can have at most φj pending transactions, each of which may

2. When bounding response times of real-time tasks, it is common to
assume that the interfering tasks complete by their deadlines to get rid
of circular dependencies that arise in response-time equations. Please
refer to [19] (Sec. VI.C) for further details about the validity of this
approach.

be propagated before the one of τi. Hence
∑
τj∈Γ+(Il)\{τi} φj

bounds the number of transactions that can interfere with
τi up to I l. The lemma follows by recalling that τi issues at
most Ni transactions per job.

3.5 Combining the bounds
The following lemma combines the three bounds proposed
in Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4 to propose an
improved (less pessimistic) bound for the overall maximum
number of interfering transactions for an arbitrary HW-
task set and interconnect network architecture. The formula
proposed in the lemma is iterative – iterating the formula for
each interconnect in the path between a HW-task under
analysis and until reaching the FPGA-PS interface it is
possible to compute the number of interfering transactions
suffered by a request under analysis.

Lemma 9. In a schedulable system, the same claim of Lemma 6
still holds if Y lz is recursively defined as follows for l < L:

Y lz = min
(
Y indirect

2-level (Nz + Y l+1
z , Il+1) + Y l+1

z , Y time(τz, I
l)

Y outs(τz, I
l)
)

Il = β(Il+1)

and as follows for l = L (base case):{
Y Lz = min

(
Nz × Idirect(τz, Ij), Y

time(τz, I
L), Y outs(τz, I

L)
)

IL = Ij .

Proof. The lemma follows as for Lemma 6 after recalling that
Lemma 6, Lemma 7, and Lemma 8 provide a safe bound on
the number of transactions that can interfere with τz . Hence,
the minimum of the three bounds is still a safe bound.

3.6 Delay introduced by an interfering transaction
As explained in Section 2, when building a network, intercon-
nects and HAs are stacked one on top of the other so that the
whole network behaves as a pipeline that propagates requests
and data. Due to pipelining, the propagation of interfering
transactions through each interconnect of the network does
not affect the service time of a transaction under analysis, i.e.,
the contention delay introduced by an interfering transaction
is limited to its service time and its data propagation time,
as formalized by the following lemma.

Lemma 10. Let τi be the HW-task under analysis connected to
interconnect I at the L-th hierarchical level. Supposing that τi
issues a request for transaction, the worst-case delay contribution
of an interfering transaction issued by HW-task τj placed at an
arbitrary hierarchical level is bounded by:

dPipe,read(I) = taddr + dread
PS +B · tdata,

dPipe,write(I) = taddr +B · tdata + dwrite
PS + tbresp

for read and write transactions, respectively. This result is
independent of the hierarchical level of τj .

Proof. A network of AXI interconnects and HAs manages
addresses, data, and write responses as a pipeline. As the
pipeline is assumed not to get full (see Sec. 2.2), multiple ad-
dress requests can both be issued and propagated in parallel
into the network. Hence, the delay an interfering address
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request traversing the corresponding network pipeline (i.e.,
the one composed by all the stages of the interconnects
related to the AR/AW channel) can generate to another
request is bounded by the maximum execution time of the
pipeline stages. By Section 2.2, this delay is bounded by the
hold time taddr. Now, consider read interfering transactions.
It remains to bound the delay they generate to τi’s trans-
actions due to the data in response of address requests. By
Section 2.3, data read responses follow the order of address
read requests: hence, each interfering transaction can delay
τi up to dread

PS time units, waiting for the PS to respond.
The data propagation phase of interfering transactions is
also subject to pipelining. This means that each of the B
words of data can delay a τi’s transaction by at most the
maximum execution time of the data read pipeline stages (R
channel). By Section 2.2, this delay is less then tdata. Hence,
the overall delay is bounded by B · tdata. Finally, consider
write interfering transactions. By Section 2.3, the write data
follow the address requests in order, hence each interfering
transaction can delay τi up to dwrite

PS +B · tdata time units for
the same reason mentioned above for read transactions. Write
responses are then propagated back through the network
of interconnect. Again, analogously to address requests
and data, due to pipelining, for each interconnect they can
contribute to the delay suffered by each τi’s transaction by
at most the maximum execution time of the pipeline stages
for handling write responses (B channel). By Section 2.2,
this delay is bounded by the hold time tbresp. The lemma
follows.

3.7 Response-time analysis algorithm
In this section, we present the proposed algorithm bounding
the response time of a HW-task connected at an arbitrary
hierarchical levels of a generic network of interconnects.
Differently from the lemmas already presented (whose bound
only the number of interfering transactions), the following
algorithm derives the temporal interference assigning a con-
tention cost to interfering transactions. It is worth mentioning
that, set a HW-task τz under analysis, a safe bound can be
derived by computing Y 1

z from Lemma 9, which is able to
bound the total number of interfering transactions across the
entire hierarchical network of interconnects (until reaching
Iroot), and then multiplying Y 1

z by the largest contention cost,
that is, the one related to the highest hierarchical level. Never-
theless, a more accurate bound can be derived accounting for
level-specific contention cost for each interfering transaction,
by identifying the corresponding highest hierarchical level it
can interfere with.

Such strategy is implemented by Algorithm 1. As intro-
duced in Section 3, read and write transactions are managed
and propagated through separated channels by AXI-based
interconnects. Thus, they can be treated separately. As for all
of the lemmas presented in this Section, Algorithm 1 holds
for both read and write transactions. To avoid duplicating
its definition, the algorithm considers a contention cost
generated by an interfering transaction dPipe(Ij) that has
to be replaced with dPipe,read(Ij) or dPipe,write(Ij) depending
on the type of transactions that are studied. Consequently, the
algorithm can be used to produce two outputs, respectively
one of read and one for write transactions, which to keep a
compatible notation are named dinterf,read

z and dinterf,write
z .

Input: HW-task τz ∈ Γ directly connected to Ij at
level L

Output: dinterf
z

IL = Ij
N acc ← 0
for l = L,L− 1, . . . , 1 do

N l ← Y lz from Lemma 9
dinterf
z ← dinterf

z + (N l −N acc)× dPipe(I l)
I l−1 = β(I l)
N acc ← N acc +N l

end
return dinterf

z
Algorithm 1: The proposed algorithm providing a tem-
poral bound on the maximum contention delay experi-
enced by τz and caused by the interfering transactions
propagated across the entire hierarchical network of
interconnects.

Essentially, the algorithm iterates over all hierarchical
levels interested by the HW-task τz under analysis, starting
from l = L down to l = 1, and considers the maximum
number of interfering transactions collected up to each
interconnect traversed by the transactions issued by τz .
At each interconnect I l traversed at the l-th hierarchical
level, it is accounted the contention delay of the interfering
transactions insisting on I l that have not already been
accounted at a higher hierarchical level.

The presented algorithm allows to finally bound the
worst-case response time of each HW-task, which is com-
posed of (i) its worst-case execution time, (ii) the time spent
in performing its transactions (read and write), and (iii) its
maximum experienced contention delay. Hence, the response
time of each HW-task τz connected to interconnect Ij is
bounded by the following:

Rz = Cz +NR
z × dNoCont,read(Ij) +NW

z × dNoCont,write(Ij)+

+dinterf,read
z + dinterf,write

z .
(4)

Finally, a system is deemed schedulable if all HW-tasks
meet their deadlines, i.e., if Rz ≤ Tz,∀τz ∈ Γ.

4 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

This section describes an experimental evaluation performed
to validate the system model and the effectiveness of the
proposed analysis in providing safe timing bounds. All
experiments described in this section have been performed
on two modern, commercial Xilinx FPGA SoC platforms: the
Zynq 7020 (on the PYNQ board) and the Zynq UltraScale+
XCZU9EG (on the ZCU102 board). In the experimental setup,
the system DRAM memory is accessed through the high-
performance (HP) ports of the FPGA-PS interface on both
platforms. This route is used in most real-world designs since
it provides the maximum possible throughput to the DRAM
memory. Our evaluation showed that both platforms (Zynq
7020 and Zynq UltraScale+ XCZU9EG) present a similar
behavior for the scope of this paper. Hence, for the sake of
brevity, only the experiments performed on the more recent
Zynq UltraScale+ XCZU9EG platform are reported. Finally,
this Section concluded by presenting the experimental results
obtained in simulation with a synthetic workload.
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4.1 Experimental setup

For this experimental evaluation, we developed two custom
modules in order to perform accurate, clock-level measure-
ments: (i) a traffic generator module, named greedy HW-
task (also called GHW-task), and (ii) a multi-channel timer
module. The GHW-tasks are used to model any possible
bus behavior of HW-tasks in a controllable manner. In
this way, GHW-tasks can mimic any transactions pattern
issued by real-world HW-tasks to stress bus contention.
Each GHW-task can be programmed to generate accurate
patterns of transactions compliant with the AXI standard.
The transactions can have custom burst lengths and offsets.
The multi-channel timer is leveraged to retrieve clock-level
accurate measurements of the response times of the GHW-
tasks, without interfering with their execution. Both of the
modules have been synthesized and implemented leveraging
Xilinx Vivado 2020.2. In this evaluation, we keep the FPGA
clock set to its default value (100 MHz) in both of the
platforms (Zynq 7020 and Zynq UltraScale+ XCZU9EG).

4.2 Platform profiling

This first set of experiments aims at characterizing propagation
delays and hold times introduced in Section 2.2 for the AXI
SmartConnect, a state-of-the-art interconnect developed by
Xilinx. To this end, we developed a test setup composed of
three GHW-tasks connected to the HP0 port of the FPGA-
PS interface through an AXI SmartConnect. The test setup
also includes an Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) [34] used
for storing the execution traces of AXI links connecting
the GHW-tasks to the AXI interconnect (AXI SmartConnect
in this evaluation) and the AXI link connecting the AXI
interconnect to the HP0 port. The traces provided by the
ILA have been measured to estimate the delays experienced
by address and data transactions while traversing the AXI
SmartConnect. The propagation delay observed for address
read and write transactions is daddr

Int = 12 clock cycles, while
the delay observed for read and write data transactions is
ddata

Int = 11 clock cycles. Finally, the delay observed for write
response has been observed is dbresp

Int = 9 clock cycles. The
hold times taddr, tdata, and tbresp have been observed to be
constant and equal to one clock cycle. It is worth noting
that such constant delays can be larger in other settings, e.g.,
when the HW-tasks can delay data sampling (this scenario is
not considered in this paper). As introduced in Section 2.3,
the delays experienced by read and write data transactions
(dread
PS and dwrite

PS ) while accessing the DRAM memory in
the FPGA-PS interface are highly dependent on the DRAM
memory controller and its internal policies. As the main focus
of this work is on the contention generated at the FPGA
subsystem, in the proposed experimentation no memory-
intensive workload from the processors was stimulated.3

Instead, we estimated experimentally that performing a
read transaction requires dread

PS = 50 clock cycles, while
committing a write transaction takes dwrite

PS = 40 clock cycles.

3. The extension of our analysis to consider diverse workloads
generated from the processors in PS is left as future work to holistically
analyze the PS subsystem.

4.3 Validation of the model

In these experiments, we aim at validating the assumptions
proposed in Section 3 for modeling the maximum interfer-
ence experienced by a HW-task due to transactions issued by
interfering HW-tasks. The outcomes will be used as building
blocks for assembling and simulating complex hierarchies
that are impossible to evaluate on current-generation FPGA
SoCs due to excessive resource requirements. To this end,
we first consider a flat architecture and then proceed by
characterizing the base cases of hierarchical networks.

Interference in a flat network architecture. This experi-
ment evaluates the behavior of the AXI SmartConnect when
arbitrating the transactions concurrently issued by multiple
GHW-tasks in a flat network. In particular, it aims at estimat-
ing the worst-case response time of a transaction, occurring
when the transaction loses the entire arbitration cycle of the
interconnect. To this end, we configured all of the GHW-tasks
for issuing a single request with a burst length of sixteen 4
byte words. The GHW-tasks are activated at the same clock
cycle, using a single start signal. The test setup under analysis
in these experiments includes four GHW-tasks τ0, . . . , τ3.
Each of the GHW-task is connected to one of the subordinate
ports of one AXI interconnect I . The manager port of the
interconnect is connected to the HP0 port of the FPGA-PS
interface (as shown in Figure 2(a)). In this architecture, all
of the transactions issued by the GHW-tasks are subject to a
single arbitration cycle of the AXI interconnect to reach the
HP0 port. We measured the activation and finishing times
of the GHW-tasks using the custom timer module deployed
on the FPGA fabric. The maximum response time observed
for GHW-tasks, compared with two analytical upper-bounds
(Upper Bound A and Upper Bound B) derived from the
analysis proposed in Section 3.7 for the flat architecture
under analysis, are reported in Figure 3. Upper-bound A does
not consider the results on pipelining proposed in Lemma 10,
so that the delay introduced by each interfering transaction
is accounted for as a full transaction cost (i.e., in Algorithm 1,
dPipe(I l) = dNoCont(I l), see Lemmas 1 and 2. This correspond
to the original bound proposed in [25]). Differently, Upper
Bound B leverages the results of Lemma 10 for setting the
terms dPipe(I l) in Algorithm 1, which allow reducing the
delay impact of each interfering transaction by leveraging
pipelining.

0 100 200 300 400
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Write
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253

Maximum measured Upper bound A Upper bound B

Fig. 3: Maximum measured response times for read and write
transactions compared with the two upper bounds proposed
in Section 3 (results are reported in clock cycles).

Figure 3 shows that when a HW-task loses an entire
arbitration cycle (i.e., in the worst-case scenario), the ob-
served response times are safely bounded by the analysis
presented in Section 3. The result provided by Lemma 10
allows reducing the pessimism of the analysis considerably.
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Indeed, Upper Bound B provides a 20% improvement for
both read and write transactions with respect to Upper
Bound A.

Interference in a hierarchical network. This second
group of experiments validates the assumptions proposed
in Section 3 to characterize the interference caused by the
multiple interfering HW-tasks in a hierarchical network of
interconnects. To this end, the test setup developed for these
experiments comprises four GHW-tasks, τ0, τ1, τ2, and τ3,
and three interconnects, I0, I1, I2, organized as pictured in
Figure 4. The GHW-tasks are configured and released as in
the previous experiment. In this architecture, the address

�0
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�1

�1

�2

�2

�3

Fig. 4: Hierarchical network architecture considered in the
model validation.

requests issued by τ0 pass a single arbitration phase, which
occurs at the interconnect I0. Differently, the requests issued
by τ1 must traverse two arbitration phases: the first one
at I1, and then at I0. Finally, the requests issued by the
GHW-tasks τ2 and τ3 must traverse three interconnect steps,
respectively, I2, I1, and I0. The first experiment aims at
validating the model for (i) the interference caused by
interfering HW-tasks connected to the same interconnect
(direct interference), and (ii) the interference generated by
HW-tasks connected to the lower-level interconnects (indirect
interference). In this experiment, τ3 is the HW-task under
investigation. It has been configured for issuing a single
request for transaction AR3 (read and write). At the same
time, the interfering tasks, τ2, τ1, τ0, have been configured
to issue eight consecutive interfering transaction requests
of the same type as AR3. In order to generate maximum
contention at the interconnects, τ1 is released with an offset
equal to the interconnect propagation delay daddr

Int . Differently,
τ0 is released with a delay equal to 2daddr

Int (the reported
offsets are considered with respect to the release time of
AR3 by τ3). Similar to previous experiments, an ILA module
is used to monitor AXI links between the GHW-tasks and
the AXI interconnect, and the single link between the AXI
interconnect and the HP0 port. Likewise, we use our custom
timer to measure the response times of the GHW-tasks.

Figure 5 reports an ILA trace for read transactions issued
by all of the GHW-tasks. It can be observed that all GHW-
tasks are simultaneously released at time 15. Then, τ3 issues
its address read request AR3 (time 16). At the same clock
cycle, τ2 starts issuing its first transaction request, AR0

2,
causing contention at the interconnect I2. The arbitration
round is won by τ2. Thus, I2 propagates first AR0

2 to I1
and then AR3. At this level, the interference is compatible
with the direct interference described by Lemma 4. After the

propagation delay of the interconnect, I2 issues the requests
at the corresponding subordinate port of I1. At the same clock
cycle instant, τ1 releases its first transaction request, AR0

1.
Thus, another contention happens, and the arbitration round
at I1 is won by τ1. Consequently, I1 forwards to I0 the trans-
action requests in the following order: AR0

1, AR
0
2, AR

1
1, AR3,

hence according to round-robin arbitration as assumed in our
model. It is worth noting also that the amount of interfering
requests observed on AR3 at this level is compatible with
the one found in Lemma 5 for indirect interference. When I1
propagates this sequence of requests to I0, τ0 starts issuing
its transaction requests, hence again causing contention.
The arbitration round is won by τ0. Hence, the transaction
requests are issued by I0 to the HP0 port in the following
order: AR0

0, AR
0
1, AR

1
0, AR

0
2, AR

3
0, AR

1
1, AR

3
0, AR3

4.
Thus, in the worst-case scenario, AR3 (issued by the

GHW-task under analysis) is interfered by seven requests
issued by the interfering GHW-tasks, as by the direct and
indirect interference described by the analysis proposed in Section 3.
As the FPGA-PS interface serves the requests in-order, τ3
receives its corresponding data after all of the interfering
requests have been served. At time 274, the first word of
data corresponding to AR3 reaches τ3. At time 292 the
transaction is completed. Figure 5 also confirms that the
AXI SmartConnect complies with the model proposed in
Section 2.2 and is characterized by φI = 1.

Figure 6 reports the maximum measured response times
for read and write transactions for the architecture under
analysis, compared against the two proposed upper bounds
computed using the results of our analysis. As in the previous
experiment, Upper Bound A is the original bound proposed
in [25] while Upper Bound B accounts for the new results
proposed in Lemma 10. Again, such results confirm that
the delay is safely bounded by both the Upper Bounds.
Nevertheless, Upper Bound B shows even more improved
(reduced) pessimism in hierarchical architecture with respect
to Upper Bound A for both read and write (improvement
around 30%).

Propagation pipelining Figure 5 also shows the effect
of pipelining on address requests and data propagation
captured by Lemma 10. Given the arbitration policy of the
interconnects and the corresponding analytical understand-
ing matured in the above sections, the case reported in the
figure leads to the worst-case interference for τ3, which
issues a single transaction AR3 released at time 16. As
explained in the previous example, AR3 can be interfered
at most by seven transactions issued by τ2, τ1, and τ0 at the
three crossed levels of interconnects. To reach the FPGA-PS
interface, the transactions issued by τ2 need to traverse three
interconnects. The ones issued by τ1 have to traverse two
interconnects, while the transactions issued by τ0 traverse
one interconnect. Accounting for the propagation of AR3

and the interfering transactions as sequential operations
(i.e., without considering the results of Lemma 10) would
provide a safe bound for the propagation time equal to
2 · (taddr + 3 · daddr

Int ) (i.e., AR3 and AR0
2 traversing three

interconnects) + 2 · (taddr + 2 · daddr
Int ) (i.e., AR0

1 and AR1
1

4. We obtained such a result by randomly generating multiple
hardware execution tracks and collecting the one of interest in which
the round-robin arbitration is lost at any traversed interconnect.
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Fig. 5: Waveform track captured using the Integrated Logic Analyzer on a Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ platform.
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Fig. 6: Maximum measured response times for read and write
transactions compared with the upper bounds proposed in
Section 3 (in clock cycles).

traversing two interconnects) + 4 · (taddr + 1 · daddr
Int ) (i.e.,

AR0
0, AR1

0, AR2
0, and AR3

0 traversing one interconnect) =
176 clock cycles. However, note that AR3 is available to
be sampled at the FPGA-PS interface at time 60. Indeed,
by the effects of pipelining, its overall propagation time is
only 44 clock cycles. This delay is determined by the time
required to traverse three levels of interconnects and the hold
time. Clearly, considering all such operations as sequential
is way too pessimistic. Thanks to the highly predictable
behavior of the hardware, Lemma 10 allows bounding the
propagation time of the request exactly to 44 clock cycles.
This corresponds to an improvement of 75% with respect to
the previous bound. The same pipelining effect just described
also holds in the propagation of data and write responses.

A considerable amount of the remaining pessimism is
ascribable to the coarse-grained model assumed for the DDR
controller, whose internal details are mostly not publicly
available. However, where a more fine-grained model is
provided, the proposed algorithm could exploit it to diminish
pessimism and provide a tighter bound.

4.4 Synthetic workload experiments

This section presents an experimental study aimed at eval-
uating the analysis presented in Section 3 with synthetic
workloads. Moreover, this study aims at assessing the impact
of the outstanding transactions limit (Lemma 8) and the
effects of transaction pipelining (Lemma 10) on the timing
feasibility of the system. To this end, this evaluation compares
two implementations of the analysis presented in Section 3.
The first implementation, named (A), was originally pre-
sented in [25] and considers the interference bounds of
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 only. The second implementation, named
(B), extends the first implementation (A) by incorporating

the interference bound based on the number of outstanding
transactions (Section 3.4) and the effects of transactions
pipelining (Section 3.6). As such, implementation (B) is a
refinement of (A).

The AXI system considered in this experiment includes
N HW-tasks (τ1, . . . , τN ) connected through a binary tree of
M interconnects (I1, . . . , IM ). The following methodology
has been used for generating the task sets: the period Ti
and the computation time Ci of the generic HW-task τi
have been generated using the fixedrandsum algorithm [7]
(Tmin = 10ms <= Ti <= Tmax = 100ms, using log-
normal distribution). As a reference, the task set utilization
has been kept equal to 1. Please note that execution times
of the HW-tasks are not relevant for bus contention. The
number of transactions issued by the HW-tasks have been
generated by first computing the maximum number of trans-
actions that the generic HW-task τi can perform in isolation
(Nmax

i = (Ti −Ci)/max (dNoCont,read, dNoCont,write)). Fol-
lowing, the total number of transactionsNR+W

i = NR
i +NW

i

is computed by multiplying Nmax
i with a transaction density

factor ρ ∈ (0, 1] such thatNR+W
i = ρ·Nmax

i . The transaction
density factor ρ regulates the transaction load that HW-task
generates on the system. Finally, the NR+W

i transactions are
split in reads and writes using a random uniformly-generated
ratio (range ν ∈ [0.4, 0.6]), such that NR

i = ν · NR+W
i

and NW
i = (1 − ν) · NR+W

i . All of the HW-tasks have
been configured with φi = 6 (a typical value we found
from experimental profiling of HAs in the Xilinx IP library)
and Bi = 16, while all interconnects have φI = 1. For the
purpose of testing realistic configurations, we assume that
each interconnect cannot have more than 16 input ports (as
in the case of the Xilinx SmartConnect [35]).

This evaluation considers 16 topological configurations
generated by varying combinations of parameters N and
M such that N ∈ {4, 8, 16, 24} and M ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}.
Configurations where at least one interconnect hosts only
a single HW-task are discarded since the interconnect
would only increase the latency without performing any
arbitration. For each valid configuration (N,M), 100 random
values for the bus load factor ρ are uniformly chosen in
the range [0.1, 1.0). Then, for each value of bus load ρ,
K = 50000 synthetic task sets have been generated. Each
task set comprises N HW-tasks evenly distributed over M
interconnects (i.e., each generic interconnect can connect at
most dN/MeHW-tasks). We distributed the HW-tasks on the
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network of interconnects in accordance with their slack times
Si = Ti − Ci – the tasks having shorter slacks are collocated
closer to the root interconnect. Figure 7 reports the results
of such an experimental study. It is worth remembering that
each interconnect cannot connect more than 16 tasks – the
topologically unfeasible configurations are not considered
in the experimentation. The experimental results show that
analysis (B) outperforms analysis (A) by a significant margin.
The gap between the two approaches becomes larger as the
bus load factor ρ increases. These results confirm that the
analysis presented in [25] can be significantly improved by
considering the effects of transactions pipelining (Lemma 10)
and the bound on the number of outstanding transactions
(Lemma 8). Moreover, it is still worth noting that increas-
ing the number of interconnects enables connecting more
HW-tasks. Also, it can improve the system schedulability
ratio by moving HW-tasks showing longer slack time at
higher hierarchical levels of the network. Following this
methodology, it is possible to reduce the interference on time-
constrained HW-tasks (i.e., the ones showing shorter slack
times). Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that moving HW-
tasks to higher hierarchical levels increases the worst-case
contention experienced by its transactions. Exploring such
trade-off requires the investigation of allocation strategies for
HW-tasks – we leave this task as future works.

5 RELATED WORK

The issue of improving the predictability of response times in
SoCs has been deeply addressed, examining different aspects.
HW prefetch and arbitration received novel mechanisms
and policies to bring improvements from the architectural
side [12], [15], [26]. Some authors presented solutions for task
allocation that include the memory interface [16], [17].

Enhancing schedulability analysis with the integration
of memory interference has been widely investigated, ex-
ploiting COTS solutions and proposing ad-hoc ones. Each
contribution typically focused on a defined element of the
memory tree, such as caches [9], [18], busses [6], [8], and mem-
ory controllers [4], [11]. Some authors [5] investigated the
effect that memory interference produces on the performance
of control applications. The possibility of allotting multiple
independent HW-tasks has favorably increased interest in
FPGA-based SoCs. However, the access to a shared buffer
to perform such allocations implies that these platforms
also suffer the effect of memory interference. The de-facto
standard in this architecture is the AXI bus [2] whose design
focused on performance and flexibility, overlooking time
predicability. It allows only the evaluation of the interference
exploiting through hardware monitors [29] provided to
observe the performance of HW-tasks. A critical aspect for
time predictability consists in the decision of excluding
several design details from the standard [32] with the
implicit assumption that the specific implementations adhere
to the guidelines in the standard. Recently, some authors
addressed increasing predictability by presenting several
novel mechanisms. A bandwidth reservation technique for
memory access of HW-tasks has been proposed by Pagani et
al. [21]. Restuccia et al. presented several solutions to enforce
a fair bandwidth distribution among HW-tasks [25] and
avoid that bus transaction suffers an unbounded delay [24].

They also designed a predictable AXI interconnect handled
at hypervisor-level [23]. However, the focus of these works
is limited to a single interconnect. Thus, they do not address
the need for fine-grained timing analysis of bus transactions
traversing multiple interconnects.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper focused on multi-accelerators architectures de-
ployed on FPGA SoC platforms and proposed a detailed
model and analysis for interconnects based on the AXI
standard. The pessimism of the analysis is reduced by
proposing an accurate model capturing the effects of the
pipelining in AXI-based interconnects and the features of
commercial hardware accelerators. We validated our model
and analysis with experimental results involving real designs
running on commercial FPGA SoCs from the ZYNQ-7000
and the ZYNQ-Ultrascale+ families from Xilinx. Future work
should focus on providing advanced allocation strategies
and bus network synthesis tools leveraging the proposed
analysis to allocate a given set of hardware accelerators in a
bus structure.
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